
FOTHL Adopt-A-Trail 
Here is what got accomplished on the 9/26/15 FOTHL Fall Cleanup and 
Fundraiser.  Thanks to all who came out and worked so hard. 
 
Projects by Individuals or small independent teams: 
Pounded in about 15 red signs, and wrote "No Vehicles" of some version of 
that, in Sharpie-Pen 
Ran & cleaned the new 611 entrance 
Walked and cleaned and pruned the public trail to Lotts Lake and 
campsite/fire ring (PHS student as a Senior Project) 
Cleaned and rehabbed the campsites and fire rings around SVL (PHS 
student) 
 
ALL Clubs: 
Removed ALL logs and rocks that shifted rigs off-track.  Maintained trail on 
traditional route.  
Closed ALL bypasses making the right trail the clean trail, watching closely 
for spots the track leaves the traditional trail.  
Cleaned out blocking debris/rocks at the lower end of each creek crossing 
within 10-12 ft of trail.  
Pruned foliage back where growth shifted vehicles off-track 
Clean out the fire rings.  Filtered for debris, heat checked and spread. 
Picked up trash, which was once again, quite light. 
 
In addition to the normal work above, some special projects in each area: 
 
611 from SVL to 613 turnoff, 614/613 loop at Long/Campbell 
 Pair-O-Dice 4 Wheelers Jim Earl 
Blocked the bypass around the ledge, install 2 red signs 
Closed the bypass on 613 on last turn before Campbell Lake 
Where the pull-thru campsite at Campbell had turned into the road, blocked 
and made a single-entry point 
 
608 to Morris 
 JackAss Wheelers  Josiah Sandstrom 
Started closing the new bypass in the hard section in the middle of 608 
closed - finish in a couple weeks 
Closed the easiest (furthest north) of the bypasses at the top "drop-in" 
section 



 
614 past Grassy to 616 & 616 (“Twister”), 615, 617, 610, 614 below 
610, 24N04 above RCC, 24N04.4, spur to Group Camp, RCC and 
Group campsites 
 South Side Keepers  Mike Rich 
Blocked the widening that had started on the north side of the creek 
crossing at outflow of Grassy Lake 
 
612 to Saddle Lake, 614 from 613/614 intersection to Grassy Lake 
 Dogtown Wheelers       Darryl Merrin 
Rebuilt the log fence 30-50 ft before wall, and 30-50 ft after wall 
Cleaned up the oil spill at the bottom of the wall, brought back 
contaminated dirt for special disposal 
 
519 - Spring Valley to Bear Lake 
 NorCal Crawlers Tim Jacobsen 
Removed blocking debris in the feeder stream just past Grassy Flat 
Removed blocking logs at small feeder stream 1/4 mile above Rock Creek 
Added a medium rock below big rock at Pucker Point to make it safer to 
climb going up 
Closed the braided bypass that heads straight by huge tree instead of 
around 
 
519 - Bear Lake turnoff through Pipejam 
 The Lost Boys  Jeremy Wilson 
 -- redirected to Saddle and Morris -- 
 
501 to Soda Ridge, 26N74, 602, 606 
Cleared the two blocking logs on the miner's spur 
 
611 Morris turnoff to Ben Lomond, 619 to Mud 
     Butte County Trail Hogs        Chris Damato 
(includes un-numbered road/campsite toward Chips Lake) 
On climb past 605, cut out the big blocking log, dragged to block bypass 
 
614 Singletrack 
 Paradise Ridge Riders  Carl Harland 
Top 1/3 was pruned and cleared, trail now open for use 
 


